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Abstract

In this research, several automation concepts within a high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity
manufacturing environment are investigated. The investigated automation concepts include a
variant with Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs), capable of direct machine tending. Another
investigated variant is an automated cell with multiple machines and internal storage capacity,
including a robot in the middle that is capable of machine tending. As a benchmark, a concept
without automation (e.g., manual machine tending) is included as well. The main focus in
this research is on a hybrid concept, which is a combination of the concepts explained above.
This hybrid concept enables a step by step automation solution. In order to investigate these
automation concepts, a simulation model defined as a combination between Discrete Event
Simulation (DES) and agent based modelling is developed in AnyLogic [1]. The concepts are
investigated on performance measures. Therefore, an objective function is defined, maximizing
the machine utilization and minimizing the Work In Process (WIP) within the storage racks.
Additionally, it is demonstrated that the hybrid automation solution outperforms the other
concepts and is beneficial for the manufacturing company by providing a step by step and
reliable automation solution. Finally, this hybrid concept is tested on robustness by sensitivity
experiments, in order to prove the applicability in other environments.
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1 Introduction

In the Netherlands, a smart industry program has been initiated [2] in order to remain competitive
and go along with Industry 4.0 [3]. Their programs are divided in field labs, that enable
participation of multiple companies and universities. This is beneficial, since companies come
into contact with similar companies that have similar objectives. One of those programs is
the Advanced Manufacturing Logistics (AML) project. The goal of the AML is to find an
automation solution that offers non-stop production and minimized floor space for non-core
competence equipment within a high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity environment. The AML
field lab is carried out at the Brainport Industries Campus (BIC) in Eindhoven, together with 6
other field labs of the smart industry project. This underlines the unique position of the BIC,
being the catalyst for multiple tenants in smart industry projects. The BIC is one of the first
organisations in the world where various component manufacturers are located together [4].
The goal of the BIC is to enable high tech companies to share high quality resources like clean
rooms, flexible production spaces, warehouses, and other advanced facilities. A great advantage
of the BIC is that companies can easily collaborate with each other. This way, the BIC supports
companies realizing the factory of the future. One of the high tech manufacturing companies on
the BIC that is also a participant in the AML program is KMWE (Klein Mechanisch Werkplaats
Eindhoven). KMWE designs, builds, and continuously improves high tech components, modules
and systems based on precision engineering and machining. KMWE is active in many industries,
like aero structures, aero engines, semiconductor, health tech, and industrial [5] and their work
field is defined as high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity. KMWE is recognized as a leading
machining company, being one of the first companies implementing Computer Numerical Control
(CNC) machines in the Netherlands [5]. CNC machines at KMWE are used for metal working [5].
In order to remain competitive, a stronger demand for automation has risen lately at companies
like KMWE. However, within a high-mix, low volume, high-complexity environment, automation
solutions are challenging.

The benefits of flexible automation equipment concepts are already known for many years
in mass production lines, but have not been investigated sufficiently within the high-mix, low-
volume, high-complexity industry to come to an adequate answer. This has not been addressed in
this industry due to the difficulty of standardization. The purpose of this research is to evaluate
how different types of plant automation affect system performances at companies operating
within a high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity environment, like KMWE. Currently, KMWE
already possesses highly automated production cells, that can be considered as local automation.
The trend in automation is to go one step further, to a so-called global automation, where
Automated Guided Vehicles (AGVs) are introduced and the factory is able to keep running
without operator interference. However, the step to the global automation can be performed
in smaller steps, as the chain becomes more complex regarding every automation step. For
example, the implementation of AGVs, able to load and unload machines directly, results in a
manufacturing system that is highly dependent on the reliability of the AGVs. Therefore, the
main focus of this research will be on a hybrid automation concept, where local automation is
combined with global automation. The hybrid concept is most likely to be implemented in the
nearby future within the KMWE milling department as this enables a step by step, more robust,
automation solution. In order to obtain a benchmark, other concepts also are considered. The
reason that the hybrid concept is most favorable, is that the cell automation concept already
proved to be beneficial for KMWE, and AGVs capable of loading and unloading such a cell are
already available on the market. This indicates that the step to a hybrid automation seems
smaller and more feasible than implementing an automation solution where AGVs are capable
of direct machine tending themselves.
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A deterministic solution approach to investigating manufacturing systems is usually effective
in reliable, balanced production lines [6]. However, the considered manufacturing system contains
high variability and inter-dependencies. Hence a simulation method suits this research best to
cope with the complex nature of the manufacturers production process [7].

The main contribution of this research can be summarized as follows:

1. A digital representation of the manufacturing system, including automation concepts
is developed in AnyLogic [1] in order to test the effectiveness of different concepts and
maximize the average machine utilization with minimum WIP.

2. A business advice is formulated regarding the best automation concept and its design.

3. The solution is tested on robustness by a sensitivity analysis in order to test the effectiveness
in case environmental factors change and to provide managerial insights.

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: in Section 2, a literature survey of past
work is presented. The considered system including different automation concepts is explained in
Section 3. The developed simulation model including implemented data is described in Section
4. In Section 5, the experiment results are presented. Conclusions and recommendations are
provided in Section 6.

2 Literature background

In the literature, the creation of smart factories is often referred to as Industry 4.0. The
international manufacturing sector is facing an intense and growing competitive pressure in
global markets, and recent worldwide advances in manufacturing technologies have caused a
transformation in industry [3]. One of the main features of Industry 4.0 is to link real factory
data with simulation models. This way, huge advances for the manufacturing industry can be
obtained [3].

A fully automated factory, in literature also referred to as a “lights out” factory, is becoming
an increasingly common attribute of modern manufacturing [8]. In 2017, the well known
consultant office McKinsey&Company published an article in which they describe automation,
robotics and the factory of the future [8]. It is stated that automation systems are becoming
increasingly flexible and intelligent, for example adapting their behavior automatically to
maximize output or minimize costs. These expert systems are frequently used in beverage filling
and automotive production. Also, the usage of AGVs is addressed, which replaces fixed conveyor
belts. This enables plants to reconfigure the flow of products and components seamlessly between
different workstations. For companies, it is important to decide on the best automation strategies.
If automation is done for its own sake, it often results in projects that cost too much, take too
long to implement, and fail to deliver against the business objectives [8]. A successful automation
strategy requires good decisions on multiple levels. Companies must choose which activities
to automate, what level of automation to use, and which technologies to adopt. In [8], it is
stated that within companies, the automation strategy must align with business and operations
strategy, automation must start with a clear articulation of the problem and show a clear return
on investment.

In other literature, the performance of Flexible Manufacturing Systems (FMS) is analyzed.
In [9], it is stated that an FMS is able to accommodate unstable demands, varying product mixes,
and effective launching of new products in the market by engaging programmable automation
for machining and material handling. Thereby, an FMS usually consists of CNC machine tools,
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interconnected by automated handling and storage systems, controlled by an integrated computer
system. The CNC machines are loaded and unloaded by industrial robots [10, 11]. Following this
description, the KMWE manufacturing system can be considered as an FMS. At this moment,
not all machines are loaded and unloaded by industrial robots, but this is one of the goals for
the future. FMS technology is most broadly utilized in mid-volume, mid-variety machining
processes, like metal press working, forging, and assembly [12, 13]. In [14, 15], examples of
positive effects after optimizing an FMS like improved machine utilization, reduced factory floor
space, and reduced inventory requirements are presented. Thereby, the possibility of unattended
production arises.

Since in this thesis, simulations will be an important factor, the utility of simulations is
investigated in literature. In [9], where the performance of a FMS is analyzed, simulations are
used. They state that the purpose of the simulation is to present and animate the construction
of a manufacturing system and to collect statistics on performances. In [16], it is concluded that
the main benefit of using simulations for manufacturing systems, allows managers and engineers
to obtain a system-wide view of the effect of local changes in the manufacturing system. Also in
[6, 7, 17], the importance of simulation based technologies is emphasized, since they allow for
the experimentation and validation of different products, processes and manufacturing system
configurations. Once again, this proves the importance of simulation models for decision making,
also for the KMWE milling department. However, the digital models should always be adaptive
and represent the current system [18, 19]. In [3], two simulation methods are distinguished: 3D
Motion Simulation and Discrete Event Simulation. 3D Motion Simulation can be used to analyze
facility layout, material handling system selection and configuration or robot activities planning
[20, 21]. Discrete Event Simulation can be used to evaluate relevant performance metrics like
system capacity, resource utilization, throughput and others. This way, the behaviour of the
manufacturing system can be investigated under different logics and conditions [22, 21]. In this
research, both simulation techniques could be relevant.

Another possible performance measure worth analyzing is tardiness. Heger and Voss [23]
try to reduce the mean tardiness in a flexible job shop, like KMWE has, containing AGVs with
optimized combinations of sequencing and routing rules. Based on a discrete event simulation
study with stochastic inter-arrival times, an artificial neural network is trained to learn interaction
effects between the combination of different rules for sequencing, dispatching, routing, and the
resulting system performance. It is stated that an environment with mass customization instead
of mass production results in flexible job shop systems (FJS). In FJS systems, multiple dissimilar
machines with different capabilities are combined in one area. This can result in advantages like
reduced material handling, reduced setup times and increased utilization. Heger and Voss also
[23] state that AGVs can be used between the central warehouse and the shop floor, as well as
between work stations. This way, AGVs can provide a dynamic supply to the shop floor, while
keeping costs for material handling low. Furthermore, it is stated that communication between
all assets in the production environment leads to new opportunities. The system becomes able to
share knowledge, trigger reactions, and control its assets autonomously. Such systems are called
cyber-physical systems (CPS). An important statement they make is that “The interaction
effects and the impact of flexibility on routing jobs through a manufacturing system, dispatching
AGVs and sequencing operations in front of machines in flexible manufacturing systems has
rarely been considered up to now.” Also in the semi conductor industry, the usage of AGVs is
rarely discussed in literature [24]. Furthermore, Reith et al. [24] state that the combination of
various AGV system characteristics has effects on the system performance that are difficult to
predict. Also, AGV systems are not suitable for long distance transports.
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To conclude, automation concepts to be implemented in the KMWE manufacturing system
will be investigated by simulation. Automation is broadly implemented in mass production,
but has rarely been considered within high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity environment
manufacturing systems. Therefore, this research focuses on simulation of automation concepts in
such a manufacturing environment. Also the deployment of AGVs is not investigated sufficiently
in such environments and will be an important factor of the considered automation concepts in
this research.

3 System description

This section describes the KMWE manufacturing system including different automation concepts,
and its performance measures. First, the KMWE machining department with all its sub-
departments and product flows is described, including the milling operations explained in more
detail. Second, the hybrid automation concept is explained in more detail, with differences to
other concepts. Lastly, performance measures for manufacturing systems are discussed and an
objective function for this research is presented.

3.1 Manufacturing operation overview and scope

A simplified floor plan of the KMWE machining department is presented in Figure 1. Within
the milling department of KMWE, two kinds of work centers are defined: Autoflex and Manflex
work centers. The Manflex work centers need operators to run, as the products produced here
can be more complex, heavier or need more in-line measurement. The Autoflex work centers are
locally automated with robots in cells. Currently, the Autoflex work centers need approximately
one operator per cell, and each cell contains two machines. This way, these work centers already
operate 24/7. Until now, the Manflex department is not suitable for automation, because of the
highly complex products produced there. However, with newly developed technologies, KMWE
has the goal to implement automation on the Manflex work center as well, and therefore, KMWE
has changed the definition of the departments: Manflex became Flex, and Autoflex became Flow.
This implies, both department will be automated in the long run, but the departments remain
separate.

Figure 1: Floor plan of the machining department of KMWE
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The scope of this research is on the Flex department, specifically on the soon to be
automated part. An overview of the general flow of products is explained as follows: raw
material is picked up by an operator at the warehouse, and transported to one of the milling
departments. After the milling process, all products are visually checked and documentation is
checked in the Quality department. The Tool Service Center (TSC) provides the milling
machines of tools, and the tools are maintained here. These last two secondary components of
the system are not within the scope of this research.

The work centers in the Flex department consist of multiple machines of the same type.
The allocation of the milling operation to a type of machine is determined by the manufacturer
and is usually fixed for the complete life cycle of a product. When an order is released by the
production planner, the raw material is collected from the warehouse. The team leader decides
on a daily bases on which specific machine the order must be processed. An order is a collection
of multiple similar products (e.g. batch size). Moreover, a product may require multiple passes
on the same machine before the milling operation is finished. Therefore, an order can be divided
into multiple jobs, where a job refers to one passing of a product on a CNC machine. For
example, an order has two products, each of which passes its assigned machine twice, hence
a total of four jobs. One job is divided in three tasks: preparation, processing, finishing. A
product needs several (up to 4) jobs, since the milling process can be divided on coarseness of
the mill, or milling directions (see Figure 2). The breakdown of orders into jobs is the starting
point of this research. In Figure 2, the structure of the processing steps of an item within the
scope of this research is presented. Every product that needs milling on the work center named
G350 is within the scope of this research. Other operations, identified with red crosses are not
in the scope of this research.

Operation

Job

Task

Milling
Mach A QC

Item number

Deburring Milling
Mach B

1 2 3

Preparation
Processing
Finishing

Figure 2: Work order structure

Regarding the KMWE terminology, products processed by milling machines are called
items. During the preparation of raw material for the milling process, an operator attaches one
or multiple items on a clamp and carrier (buildup). An item attached to a buildup is called
a fixture (see Figure 3). When the milling process is finished, the item is decoupled from the
buildup, as the buildup can be reused. This decoupling is called detaching. In this thesis, it
is assumed that clamps and carriers are always available. A fixture can consist of multiple
positions and numbers of items, and is supplied to the milling machines. In the next section, the
automation concepts considered in this research are presented.

Carrier

Item

Clamp
Buildup

Fixture

Figure 3: Explanation of fixtures
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3.2 Automation concepts

In this research, four automation concepts are considered for the milling department of a
manufacturing company (see Figure 4). These concepts are defined as:

• Manual machine tending (no automation)

• Cell automation concept (local automation)

• Direct automation concept (global automation)

• Hybrid automation concept (combination)

Manual concept (no automation) is current practise at KMWE. This concept does not
use any automation equipment. At the work center, one work station with corresponding machine
operator per machine is present. However, there is no internal storage capacity at the machines.
A big disadvantage of this concept is that operators build and detach fixtures while the machine
is idle. This concept is mainly analyzed as a benchmark for the other concepts. (See Appendix
A for more details.)

Cell concept is an already operational and approved concept within the (flow) milling
department of KMWE. Regarding this concept, a robot is placed in the middle of a cell with
milling machines, including internal storage capacity (parallel buffers) and an exchange tray
for replenishment of fixtures. One operator is responsible for the replenishment of the full cell.
The robot handles all fixtures within the cell, and no manual interference is possible (e.g., local
automation). The robot tasks include loading and unloading of fixtures in the machines, and
these machines must be within the range of the robot. (See Appendix A for more details.)

Direct concept is more flexible and referred to as a global automation solution. This
concept uses AGVs that may be capable of direct machine tending themselves. Therefore, this
concept does not need (parallel) storage buffers next to the machines and any work station
for operators at the work center. The absence of the work station at the work center implies
that all products are prepared and detached at a distant location, defined as a Manufacturing
Preparation Center (MPC). A storage with a certain capacity is included in this concept, where
fixtures can be stored. This MPC is able to serve multiple work centers, therefore its storage is
defined as a joint buffer. The AGVs are able to drive to multiple work centers and machines,
ensuring great flexibility. However, this concept strongly relies on the operation and reliability
of AGVs, which potentially endangers the machine utilization. (See Appendix A for more
details.)

Hybrid concept is initiated to make the step to global automation smaller for manufactur-
ing companies like KMWE. The hybrid concept is a combination of the direct and cell concepts.
This concept uses a MPC like the direct concept, with AGVs driving between the work center
and MPC. Additionally, similar to the cell concept, the hybrid concept also includes a robot
(on a track) that is able to load and unload the machines, and the machines include a parallel
buffer capacity. Placing the robot on a track enables bigger machines or the addition of extra
machines, compared to the cellular concept. Note that the main focus of this research is on this
hybrid concept and the other concepts are analyzed as a benchmark.
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Figure 4: All considered automation concepts schematically

In the hybrid concept, the work center, considered an automated cell, includes a track that
is placed next to a number of milling machines, with a robot moving on this track. The robot is
able to load the machines with raw material. An internal storage buffer with a certain capacity
is placed along each machine at the track, where raw material and finished goods can be stored
by the robot. Furthermore, a work station with corresponding input/output (I/O) is placed next
to the track, where machine operators can prepare and detach fixtures. The Auto I/O represent
the docking locations for the AGV. The MPC is an important factor of this hybrid automation
concept. The MPC will have a storage facility (joint buffer), where products ready for milling
are stored. The MPC WS represent the work stations within the MPC, where MPC operators
can build and detach fixtures. In addition, the AGVs drive between the MPC I/O spots and
work center (Auto) I/O spots to transport the fixtures. Regarding this concept, items can be
build and detached either at the MPC or at the work center. The flow of products regarding the
hybrid concept is presented in Figure 5.

Work
Space?Enter Item

MPC
Operator

builds
Fixture

Machine
Operator

builds
Fixture

MPC

Work Center

Robot
stores

fixture in
Auto

Storage

Fixture
stored in

MPC
Storage

Robot loads
fixture in
machine

Milling
process

Robot unloads
fixture from

machine and
stores it in Auto

Storage

Work
Space?

Machine
Operator
detaches
Fixture

Work Center

Item Leaves

AGV
Transport
to MPC

MPC

AGV
transport
to Work
Center

MPC
Operator
detaches
FixtureItem Leaves

Robot
unloads

Fixture from
Auto

Storage

 Fixture
placed
on Auto

I/O
 Fixture
placed

on MPC
I/O

Fixture
placed
on Auto

I/O

Fixture
placed

on
Operator

I/O

Fixture
placed

on
Operator

I/O

Figure 5: Hybrid automation schematic flow of products
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The flow of products in Figure 5, can be separated in 2 parts: the part before the milling
process and the part after the milling process. In the part before the milling process, items enter
the system. It is determined probabilistically whether the item should be built at the MPC or
at the work center. In case the item is prepared at the work center, the machine operator will
build the fixture, after which the fixture is placed at the operator I/O spot. The other possible
path for the item is via the MPC. In this case, the MPC operator will build the fixture at the
MPC, after which it is stored in the MPC storage. The fixture will wait in this storage, until a
milling machine sends a request for a new fixture to the MPC. Then, an AGV arrives to pick up
a fixture from the MPC storage. The AGV drives to the work center, and places the fixture
on the Auto I/O. From the Auto or Operator I/O spot, the robot on the track picks up the
fixture, and stores it in the buffer next to the designated machine. If the designated machine is
ready for a new fixture, the robot will pick up the fixture from the buffer, and loads it in the
machine.

From here on, the second part of the process starts (after the milling process). First, the
robot unloads a finished fixture from the machine, and stores it in the parallel buffer. In case
that all conditions have been met to unload a finished fixture from the storage (further explained
in Section 4), the robot unloads the fixture from the storage and delivers it to the I/O. Before
this unloading process, it is already decided whether the finished fixture must be detached at
the MPC or at the work center. In the case of MPC, the fixture is placed on an Auto I/O for
the AGV, after which the AGV picks it up and transports it to the MPC. The other possibility
means that the fixture is detached at the work center. In that case, the robot places the finished
fixture on the I/O of the machine operator. For both possible flows, the detach procedure is the
same. Hence, the finished product is detached from the buildup and leaves the system, and the
buildup can be reused.

The determination of the build/detach location is modelled probabilistically. However,
the build location can be reconsidered later. This reconsideration is based on checking if the
previous processed job belongs to the same work order as the current job, if this is the case, the
build location of the current job is the same as the detach location of the previous job. This
reconsideration is necessary to ensure a constant quality and to save time, since the buildup is
already prepared.

3.3 Performance measures

A manufacturing system can be analyzed regarding several performance measures, some of which
are presented in Table 1. They are divided in three categories: average utilization, time, and
work in process levels (WIP).

Table 1: Performance measures divided in categories

Average Utilization Time WIP

Machine utilization Manufacturing lead time Throughput

Robot utilization Waiting time Buffer levels at work locations

AGV utilization Setup time Work in Process levels (WIP)

Resource and labour utilization Tardiness

To approach an automation solution, that operates 24/7, it is desirable to have a high
average machine utilization. In this research, the aim is to achieve the highest possible average
machine utilization, since it is known, every machine hour results in a certain profit. A downside
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of an average machine utilization of up to 100% is that it potentially results in higher average
work in process levels (WIP), increasing flow times, and worse tardiness (if the system is not
tuned well). Tardiness is a performance measure that indicates whether due dates are met or
not and provides a degree of lateness. Despite the potential disadvantages of maximizing the
machine hours, and thus the machine utilization for the automation concept to be bought is
important, since it is one of the goals of implementing automation. Additionally, the WIP will
be taken into account. The WIP within the automation system is specified here to the products
in the storage / buffer places at the machines and at the MPC. For the automation concepts,
one of the goals is that machines can continue processing over night, and therefore, the internal
storage capacity at the machines must be sufficiently big. However, excessive capacity results in
unnecessary occupied floor space, WIP, and waiting times. The storage capacity is sufficient if
the fixtures to be processed in the internal storage are almost depleted every morning when the
operators arrive. In the morning, operators can replenish the storage buffers again, and detach
the finished items.

The average robot and AGV utilization are measures that can be taken into account.
However, these measures are not as important as machine utilization and WIP, since those are
secondary resources. In case the robot is the bottleneck, it could be considered to assign fewer
machines to one robot. In case the AGV utilization is the bottle neck, it could be considered to
add extra AGVs.

It can be concluded, the average machine utilization is the most important performance
measure that need to be maximized, while excessive storage places at the machine and at the
MPC must be minimized. Therefore, the storage capacities at the MPC and at the machines
are important design parameters that must be experimentally optimized using the simulation
model. More elaboration on these design parameters, and other design parameters is provided
in Sections 4 and 5. The created objective function is presented in the next subsection.

3.3.1 Objective function

The objective is to maximize the machine hours of all machines within the automation concept,
while minimizing excessive storage capacity at the machines and the MPC. These two objectives
are combined by converting them to profit. The objective function is presented as follows:

Max(
m∑
1

Gm(Ttotal − Tidle) − h · IE) (1)

Where, m is the number of machines, Gm is the gained profit per machine hour per machine, h
is the holding cost for each excessive item in storage and IE is the amount of excessive items
in storage (measured each day at 6:00). Gm is estimated as AC120, and the holding cost h is
estimated as AC50 per item per day. This estimation is based on unnecessary floor occupation
and thus lost profit. Additionally, Ttotal is the total elapsed time, and Tidle is the total idle time
of the machines. The objective value is evaluated over 100 simulation days, and never resets
during the simulated days, i.e., the total achieved profit in 100 days is maximized. To clarify
the objective graphically, an example plot of the objective function to the storage capacity is
presented in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Objective function clarified graphically

The profit in Euro achieves its optimum if the average machine utilization reaches up to
100% . At this point, the internal storage capacity has a certain value that will be determined
by the optimization experiment. Further increasing the storage capacity beyond this point,
is considered as excessive, where for holding / penalty costs will be incurred. Measuring the
amount of excessive internal storage capacity can be accomplished by checking the amount of
unprocessed items in the storage at the MPC and at the machines, every morning at 6:00 (when
the operators arrive at work).

4 Simulation model

This chapter develops a simulation model for the manufacturing system including the automa-
tion concepts. Figure 7 presents a visualization of the simulation model to provide a better
understanding for the remainder of this chapter. The visualization represents the hybrid concept
because it shows all features that are present in the other concepts in this research. Hence, the
total model including MPC, AGV and work center is shown in Figure 7a, while the details of
the work center are shown in Figure 7b. In this chapter, the data preparation and usage for
the simulation model is first explained. Afterwards, the developed simulation model, which is a
combination of a discrete event simulation and agent based modelling, will be discussed in more
detail.
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(a) Total model

(b) Work center

Figure 7: Visual representations of the model of the hybrid automation concept

4.1 Data analysis

In order to build the simulation model, multiple data resources are considered. These data
resources are structured as:

• Planning data (Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) system)

• Manufacturing data (Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) system)

• Process owners data and technical machine data

Each data source is discussed separately. The planning data that is obtained from the ERP
system is used as input to the simulation model, to analyze the characteristics of the product
portfolio and to determine the amount of products per batch. Manufacturing data is needed for
specific order handling on the machines, e.g., the number of products on one fixture. Process
owners data and technical machine data are necessary in order to predict future situations
(e.g., implementing automation) and to obtain assumptions on these models since these are not
available in the data structures. The planning data is discussed first in the next paragraph.
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4.1.1 Planning data

From the ERP system at KMWE, the work order data regarding the planning of the G350
machines of a full year is obtained. The information obtained from this planning data includes
the number of different items produced on these machines, in what quantities these items were
produced, and the time within the item must be finished. As an example, the first records of
the work order planning of the year 2019 are shown in Table 2. The WO number represents
the unique work order number, Item ID represents a product type, Item quantity indicates how
many items are requested regarding that work order number. Required date (i.e., maximum
duration) represents the number of days until the work order must be delivered, after it enters
the system.

Table 2: First records of work order planning table

WO number Item ID Item quantity Required date

181584-0001 V575-92453-204-00 20 98

188588-0001 4022 642 9975/2 20 20

184909-0001 V575-94463-200-00/D00 10 89

There are 243 work orders that were planned on the considered machines in one year, and
these work orders consist of 43 unique items. This indicates that products are, on average,
manufactured five times a year. This relatively small ordering frequency, combined with small
batch sizes (e.g., on average, 16 per batch) makes that KMWE can be characterized as a high-mix,
low-volume manufacturer. The full planning data for the considered machines, as partly shown
in Table 2, is used as input for the simulation model. However, this data is based on the current
capacity of the machines. With applied automation in the future, KMWE foresees a significant
increase in demand for the products that are allocated to the G350 machines. The main goal of
the proposed automation concept for these machines is to increase the machine utilization. The
current planning data is suited for the current machines without automation equipment. Thus,
unlimited demand is modelled, given the current product portfolio, by keeping the level of work
orders in the system at a constant (high) level.

The planning data is sufficient to model the arrival rate and order characteristics in the
model. However, in order to simulate the detailed production process, the manufacturing data is
required as well, which is presented in the next paragraph.

4.1.2 Manufacturing data

When inputting work order data from the planning documents into the simulation model,
information is provided like which item will be produced, in what quantity, and the number of
days to produce it. As can be seen in the system description (Section 3.1, the milling operation
might consist of multiple jobs. However, this information is not provided in the planning data.
Hence, more in-depth information is needed. Shop floor documents were processed to produce
usable tables in order to include it as input for the simulation model. These tables include the
number of jobs needed to process an item, the milling duration per job, the number of items
within a fixture, and the required tooling. To provide an impression of the number of required
jobs to produce an item in this manufacturing environment, Table 3 is presented.

This table should be read in the following way: 10 unique items need only one job, and so
on. The number of jobs to produce an item varies for each unique item. It also tells us, most
items (58,14%), need two jobs.
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Table 3: Number of setups needed

Setup NO items %

1 10 23,26

2 25 58,14

3 5 11,63

4 3 6,98

With the help of the shop floor documents, the processing times of fixtures, consisting of
multiple items, that are offered to the machines, are calculated for each job. For the considered
product portfolio, a histogram of processing times of all combined jobs is presented in Figure 8.
Note that for confidential reasons, the values on the x-axis are suppressed.

Histogram of processing times of fixtures for all jobs combined
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Figure 8: Histogram of processing times regarding fixtures, all jobs combined

Based on this histogram, it was not possible to define a proper theoretical distribution in
order to describe the data for the simulation model. Therefore, it is checked whether a nicer
distribution can be obtained if the jobs are analyzed separately. The histograms are shown in
Figure 9.
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Figure 9: Frequency of processing times on G350 work center separated by jobs

From this, it can be concluded that no clear distributions can be obtained from the data,
even if the jobs are separated. Therefore, it is decided to use the full data of work orders in
combination with shop floor documents, as input for the model. This implies, the model does not
use a theoretical distribution for the processing times but uses the real world work order data as
input. In the simulation model, the work orders will be picked randomly from the work order
pool (the full planning data set of one year). In the simulation model, the number of open work
orders is kept at a constant level, i.e., one new work order is injected if one is finished.

4.1.3 Process owners data and technical data

Together with process owners at KMWE, additional parameters used for the simulation model are
introduced, these parameters are considered as fixed parameters and decided on the environment
of the manufacturing system. These fixed parameters are presented in Table 4.

Table 4: Fixed input parameters for all automation concepts

Name Value

Machines per work center 3

MPC I/O 5

Robot task handling 2 [min]

AGV task handling 15 [min]

Build time penalty 45 [min]

Detach duration 5 [min]
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Table 5: Build times for different clamp types

Clamp Type Identifier Build time [min] Impact

Bolt A 5 per item

Lang B 2 per item

Kroko C 2 per item

Kikker D 1 per clamp

Pitbull E 2 per item

Special F 5 per item

These fixed parameters are further explained as follows:

• The number of machines per work center is fixed on three for all the concepts in order
to have a fair comparison between the automation concepts. Three machines per work
center is what KMWE considers realistic. This is based on physical constraints (size of
machines compared to track) and on social constraints (personnel deployment).

• The number of MPC I/O represents the AGV docking locations at the MPC. These
docking locations are not expensive to create (cost wise and space wise), and the exchange
times at the MPC for loading and unloading are low. This implies, these docking locations
will never be a bottleneck in practice, and are supposed to exceed the number of AGVs.
Therefore, it is chosen to fix this on five docking locations.

• The robot task handling is modelled as a fixed time for each robot task. In a parallel
research conducted at KMWE (not completed yet), it is investigated to model this robot
task handling time more realistically, with mechanical factors included.

• The AGV task handling is the time the AGV needs for a one way drive from MPC to
work center including loading and unloading a product. The AGV supplier claims that
an AGV needs five minutes to load or unload a fixture and the driving time between
MPC and work center is five minutes as well. This means the total transport time for
an AGV is around 15 minutes. It is chosen to model this AGV transport time as an
Erlang distribution, which is a specific case of the Gamma distribution [25], in order to
simulate the behaviour more realistically. Note that the AGV travel time is split in two
halves in the model (for modelling reasons), resulting in 7.5 minutes per part. Therefore,
this 7.5 minutes is used as the input parameter. Also this AGV travel time is analyzed
more realistically in the parallel research introduced at the robot task handling parameter
explanation.

• The build time penalty of 45 minutes is applied in case a product is prepared for the
milling process and needs another buildup (clamp and carrier) than the previously produced
product. If the same buildup is needed as the previous fixture, the normal building times
as presented in Table 5 are applied, which depends on the type of clamp. In this research,
the availability of clamps and carriers is assumed to be unlimited.

• The detach duration of 5 minutes is the time an operator needs to detach an item from
the buildup after the milling process.
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Additional to the fixed parameters, other parameters that must be optimized are defined
as well. These parameters are considered as design parameters of the system and include the
following:

• Machine storage capacity

• Number of Auto I/O spots

• MPC storage capacity

• Number of MPC work stations (and operators)

• Number of machine work stations (and operators)

These parameters and its values are described in more detail in Chapter 5.

4.2 Simulation model

During the design phase of the simulation model, it becomes clear that there exist some
prerequisites that needs to be met to guarantee effectiveness and efficiency. Thereby, the model
must be valid, implying it must be tested on correctness. Additionally, the model must be
flexible in order to analyze multiple concepts. The developed simulation model is a combination
of a discrete event simulation and agent based modelling. The discrete-event simulation ensures
that activities occur at a certain point in time and change the state of the system. The elements
that form this system (resources such as machines and robots) as well as the entities that flow
through this system (such as jobs and operations) are modelled as agents. This means that these
type of agents are modelled individually and act and interact with each other.

The model explanation is divided in two parts. The first part describes the initialization of all
entities (e.g., orders) that move through the system, and how their characteristics are determined.
The second part describes the actual flow when the production process is started, consisting of
the flow of products (entities) and the flow of information (dispatching of resources).

4.2.1 Initialization of agents

In this subsection, the initialization of the moving entities is discussed in more detail. The
following entities travel through the system:

• Operations

• Jobs

• Items

• Fixtures

The initialization starts with the generation of operations that are introduced to the system.
The purpose of the operation agent is twofold; first it generates a new item agent for each
product type (the amount of items depends on the batch size of the operation). These agents
are immediately injected in the flow of products, explained in paragraph 4.2.2. Second, the
operation subsequently generates a job agent for each job. These job agents are not injected in
the flow of products, but stored separately in the model. The characteristics per job are read
from a database that holds all the manufacturing data. This way, the characteristic of job agents
can be called later.
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After the initialization of the operation agents and subsequent item and job agents, the
buildups (e.g., fixtures in the model) required in the system also need to be generated. A certain
amount of items attached on a buildup become one fixture agent in the model. Although this is
an important practical implication within the manufacturing system, the availability of these
buildups is out of scope of this research. A buildup is modelled as a fixture agent, which picks
up a number of item agents. Subsequently, they travel further as a fixture agent. Hence the first
fixture is generated at start-up of the experiment. Every time a fixture is removed from the
storage a new fixture agent (e.g., buildup) is generated immediately.

Afterwards, the production flow starts with the generated items that are injected in the
manufacturing process. The next section elaborates on the flow of these items through the
manufacturing system.

4.2.2 Flow of products

The entities that flow through the manufacturing departments, are modelled as agents. The
MPC and the work center are modelled as discrete-event models. Three different processes can
be distinguished; preparation, milling, and completion.

The preparation process in the simulation model is explained first. After the initializa-
tion step, products (modelled as item agents) are sent to the correct agent department (being the
MPC or work center). The item agents wait in a so called “wait block” until sufficient agents of
that item have arrived to the same wait block, to complete a buildup. Once in correct quantities,
the items are batched with one fixture agent, which is unlimited available. Subsequently, the
items are blocked (prepared), until an operator has completed the preparation process (fixation
of item to buildup). The process of operator allocation and task completion is further explained
in Section 4.2.3. After completion of the preparation process, a message is sent to the information
flow (also see Section 4.2.3), indicating the fixture is ready for milling. In case the item was
prepared at the MPC, an AGV picks up the fixture and transports it to the work center. This
AGV transport is also explained by a flow of information (see Section 4.2.3). If the product is
already at the work center for preparation, this AGV transport is not needed.

At the work center, the fixtures follow a fixed flow pattern. This pattern is defined as
the milling process. The fixture is introduced in the work center by the robot, stored in the
internal storage, and added to the queue of the machine. The machines within the work center
finish off the fixed queue (FIFO), and in case the queue is depleted, the machine has the need to
communicate to the flow of information, by sending a request for new fixtures. Until the queue
is depleted, the machines can be considered as a stand-alone model that is able to continue
working until the queue is depleted.

After the milling process for a fixture is completed, it moves on to the completion
process. For the completion process, the robot receives an order to unload a fixture from the
machine storage first. Then, it is decided where the fixture must be detached, at the MPC or at
the work center. In case the detach location is at the MPC, an AGV will transport the fixture.
Then, it waits until either an MPC or a machine operator will detach the item from the buildup
(depending on the location). After detaching, the buildup (fixture agent) is reused, and the item
agent leaves the model if all jobs are completed. In the job agent, it is kept up whether more
jobs are needed to finish the item, and in the operation agent, it is kept up with the number of
required items to finish a work order. This flow of products is dependent on the information
flow that is described in the next subsection.
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4.2.3 Flow of information

The information flow in this simulation model is required to fire and keep track of the events
that processes the jobs and ultimately the operation. There are two information flows in the
model as follows:

• Item & fixture status

• Resource allocation

Item & fixture status
The fixture is the most important agent travelling through this model, since this is the actual
entity that is processed on the machines. The fixture agent possesses a state-chart in order
to indicate the status of the fixture. After each executed task on the fixture (i.e., prepara-
tion,milling,completion,transport), its status is adjusted in the state-chart. The state-chart of
the fixture agent is presented in Figure 10. The robot in the work center checks the status of
the fixture agent, each times the fixture passes the robot. This way, the robot is able to send
the fixture to the correct place in the work center. The big encircled “InLocal” square indicates
that the location of the fixture is at the work center, and it is specified where in the work center.
Moreover, it is indicated in which phase of the production process the fixture is. After a task
on the fixture is completed, its status is adjusted to the next state. The state of the fixture is
adjusted to another state when a certain message to do so is received.

An example of the flow through the state-chart is as follows: the first state is on the top
left corner “NotActive”, here, the fixture is generated, but waits until an operator prepares
the fixture (e.g., attaching the items). When this preparation is completed, the fixture needs
transport to the work center, or it is already located at the work center (dependent on the build
location). If the build location is at the work center, the state of the fixture directly moves to
the “InLocal” state. If the fixture is built at the MPC, the fixture first needs transport by an
AGV. During this transport, the fixture is in the state “InDynamic”. Subsequently after the
transport, the fixture moves to the “InLocal” state. Then, the fixture is placed on one of the
I/O spots, indicated by the state “OnLoadingOper” or “OnLoadingMPC” (dependent on the
build location). After the robot picks up the fixture from the I/O, it is stored in the internal
storage and the state becomes “WaitforMill”. Subsequently, when the robot picks the fixture
from the internal storage and loads it in the machine, the state becomes “InMill”.

After the milling process, the decision is made whether the fixture needs to be washed, or
not (washing is not considered in this research). If the fixture needs to be washed, the robot
unloads it from the machine, and stores it again, while the state is adjusted to “WaitforWash”.
When the robot picks the fixture from the storage and loads it in the washing machine, the
state becomes “InWash”. If the fixture does not need washing after the milling process, or if the
washing process is finished, it is stored again, and the state moves to the “FinishedOper” or
“FinishedMPC” state (depending on the detach location).

When the robot unloads the fixture from the storage again, it is placed on the correct I/O,
indicated by the states “OnLoadingOper” or “OnLoadingMPC”. In case the detach location
is at the work center, the state of the fixture directly becomes “WaitforDetach”. If the detach
location is at the MPC, the fixture needs transport by an AGV to the MPC first (indicated by
“InDynamic”). After completion of this transport, the state is adjusted to “WaitforDetach” as
well. In this state, the fixture waits until either an MPC operator or a machine operator detaches
the items from the fixture. When this is completed, the state is adjusted to “Finished”.
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Figure 10: State-chart within the fixture agent

Resource allocation
Resource allocation implies the second part of the information flows within the system. Resource
allocation is taken care of by functions called team leader and task manager. The team leader
controls the operators while the task manager controls the AGV.

The team leader is present during operator working hours and decides on which task
operators will perform and in what order. This implies, the team leader is a separate (resource)
agent that is able to push jobs to the next function block in the simulation model. The process
flow of the team leader is shown in Figure 11.
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Figure 11: Flow of tasks at team leader
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In case enough items are collected to be fixated on a buildup, a new task is sent to the
team leader to build a fixture (indicated by the block “add task”). When the task is added to
the collection of present tasks, a scheduler iterates over these tasks to sort them on due date.
If an operator is available and the task passes the limitations check, it will be assigned to the
available operator (indicated by “Release Task”). Of course this described task is about the
preparation of a fixture. Possible tasks for operators include:

• Build new fixture

• Call fixture from work center for completion

• Call fixture from MPC storage for completion

The task to build a new fixture (i.e. “build tasks”) can be assigned to either machine
operators and MPC operators. The task to call a fixture from the work center for completion
(i.e. “call local”), implies the fixture must be detached at the work center by a machine operator,
and similarly to call a fixture from the MPC storage (i.e. “call MPC”).

Before releasing the task, some conditions must be checked (indicated by the block “Check
Limitations”). For all tasks, the process of checking the limitations is presented in Figure 12. A
task agent is created for each job in order to let the operators perform the correct task on the
job. When a task enters the check limitations process, it is first checked to which case the task
belongs: building, calling for detach locally (at the work center), or calling for detach at the
MPC. The building task can be performed by either a machine operator or MPC operator. For
the case “building by a machine operator”, it is checked if a work station at the work center is
available where the building process takes place, and it is checked if there is storage available at
the assigned machine. If the building process of the fixture is performed by a MPC operator, it
must check if there is storage available for fixtures at the MPC, and it must check if a work
station at the MPC is available to build the fixture. In case a fixture is called for detaching
locally (at the work center), the only condition that has to be checked is whether the work
station is available or not. Similarly, for fixtures called for detaching at the MPC, the condition
to be checked is if there is an available work station at the MPC.

Case?

VAR_Oper_Workstation <
PAR_Oper_Workstation

&&
VAR_StoreQty < PAR_StoreQty

VAR_QTY_MPC < PAR_QTY_MPC
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VAR_QTY_MPC <
PAR_QTY_MPC
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Figure 12: Process of checking limitations at team leader
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All these checks on available storage places, work stations or I/O spots are based on
simultaneous updates of parameters during the simulation. These parameters include the
available storage places or I/O spots. This implies, for example, the storage capacity at the
MPC is kept up with by the variable VAR QTY MPC. This variable is constantly updated when
fixtures arrive or leave the MPC storage. These adjustments of parameters take place within
the discrete-event-model part of the simulation model. Note that events can be executed at the
same time, which sometimes result in errors, e.g., a negative value. In case this happens, the
system resets the variable to zero, to make sure the model can continue operating. This happens
a few times on simulation runs of 100 days and does not have noticeable effects on the result.
Another option here was to model every I/O as an agent instead of using this global parameters.
However, due to time constraints, this is considered as future work.

The task manager is responsible for the scheduling and dispatching of AGVs and works
in a similar way as the team leader (see Figure 13). An important difference is that this task
manager is continuously operational, whereas the team leader is only operational during operator
hours. Operator hours are 6:00-23:00 on weekdays, 06:00 18:00 on Saturdays, and 12:00 18:00
on Sundays. This also includes a different initialization of the scheduler. The task manager
triggers the scheduler when an AGV is ready, and when a new task is added. The previously
discussed team leader triggers the scheduler when the operator is ready, a new task is added,
and when operators arrive at work. If a fixture needs to be transported to the work center or
to the MPC by an AGV, a transport request is sent to the task manager. Additionally, the
machines are able to send requests for new fixtures if the remaining processing time drops below
a certain threshold value. These requests are then translated to tasks for the task manager, after
which the task manager replenishes the machine with new fixtures by sending an AGV (if all
limitations are met). Note that in order to send a fixture to the work center by an AGV, there
must be a match between a request from a machine and the availability of fixtures within the
MPC.
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Distributor)
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Figure 13: Process flow of the task manager
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Figure 14: Scheduler process within the task manager

Within the task manager, the scheduler is an important component where several conditions
for tasks are checked. The scheduler is further explained by Figure 14. The limitations of the
AGV scheduler are more complex than the operator scheduler. First, a request from one of the
machines is mandatory. AGV transports can never be dispatched without a machine unload
request (i.e., RU). Once a RU is present, it is checked whether there is a fixture available in the
MPC to send to the work center (i.e., load request, RL). For both load and unload requests,
the exchange limitations are checked before an exchange task can be released. This exchange
task means that the AGV will process both a transport from the MPC to the work center (RL)
and immediately afterwards a transport from the work center to the MPC (RU). This is always
preferred since it implies that the AGV is not riding without a fixture at all time. However,
if there are only load requests, the limitations to load are checked first. When these are true,
it is checked if a re-plan is needed and exchange limitations are checked. This re-plan is a
safeguard in the model, it ensures that (when the work center is not occupied by an operator)
fixtures that should be detached at the work center, are sent to the MPC, to keep the machines
running. Otherwise, the internal storage of the machines will fill up with finished fixtures (i.e.,
the machines starve). If this is possible and the exchange limitations are met, the task exchange
will be released. If this re-plan and exchange limitations check is not working, the limitations
to load were still okay, so the RL is released. On the other hand, if the scheduler is triggered
but no new fixture is needed, the machine request is removed (since it is an unload request),
and the limitations to unload a fixture are checked. The procedure for the check if new fixtures
are needed is presented in Figure 15, and the three different limitation checks are explained
subsequently.
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Figure 15: Procedure to check if new fixtures are needed
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Each machine has its own local variables, keeping up with the number of fixtures left in
the machine storage and the remaining processing time in the storage. Every time a fixture is
loaded in the machine, these variables are updated again. This results in two replenishment
strategies. The first is based on the remaining processing time of all fixtures in the buffer. If
this value drops below a chosen threshold value, a new fixture is needed, and a RL is sent to the
task manager. The other replenishment strategy is based on the number of remaining fixtures in
the machine. If the number of fixtures that need to be processed in the storage of the machine
drops below a predefined threshold, new fixtures are requested.
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Figure 16: The three different limitation checks for the task manager

The limitation checks for exchanging, loading and unloading fixtures are presented in Figure
16. The first conditions to be checked for the exchanging limitations imply the availability of I/O
spots at the work center and at the MPC. Then, it is checked if there is storage space left at the
assigned machine and at the MPC. Lastly, it is checked if an AGV is available. For the loading
limitations, the same conditions are checked, but without the MPC storage availability. For
the unloading limitations, the same conditions are checked as for the exchange limitations, but
here, the machine storage availability does not have to be checked since no new fixtures will be
transported to the machine if the task is to unload the machine. It is important to note that the
full AGV path (docking locations at MPC and at the machines) is reserved before the separately
modelled AGV agent begins its task. This reservation implies that the variables representing
the available I/O spots, are subtracted by one when the AGV receives a task. This is necessary,
since it is not possible to have two AGVs together on one I/O spot, and this prevents two AGVs
from driving simultaneously to the same I/O spot. When the AGV task is finished, the variables
representing the available I/O spots are increased by one again, implying the path is released.
This reservation of the full path and releasing the path when the AGV finishes its task, is
modelled this way since simultaneous updates on local parameters during the transport process
can result in errors. Since sufficient I/O spots at the MPC and work center are present, and
transport times are relatively short, this is not impacting the system performance heavily.
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5 Experiments

This chapter discusses the results on the experiments that are carried out using the simulation
model. First, the experimental setup is presented. Then, results of the the hybrid optimization
are discussed, after which they are compared to those of the other concepts. Finally, a sensitivity
analysis for the hybrid concept, as well as the other concepts, is presented to demonstrate the
robustness. Managerial insights are provided throughout the experiments.

5.1 Experiment setup

For the experimental setup, input parameters have been determined. Some of them are fixed,
but others vary. The varying parameters represent different design scenarios. In collaboration
with KMWE, ranges have been determined for these parameters. A combination of all these
parameters together form a design scenario. In the experiments, the objective value is evaluated
for all possible combinations/designs. The fixed and varying parameters per automation concept
are presented first. Next, the experimental determination of the required independent replication
per runs per design scenario is presented, in order to reach a certain stabilized confidence. Then,
a pre-sensitivity analysis is presented to determine the sensitivity of each design parameter,
which helps to determine what design parameters to take into account regarding the optimization
experiments.

5.1.1 Fixed and varying parameters

For each automation concept, the varying and fixed parameters are determined in order to
simulate the characteristics of the concept. In Figure 17, each automation concept is graphically
shown with its corresponding parameters. This enables to observe deviations between the
concepts quickly. Note that the main focus of this research remains on the hybrid automation
concept.
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Figure 17: Schematic overview of the automation concepts and their parameters
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In the tables below the schematic concepts in Figure 17, the varying parameters are
presented. These parameters are varied in experiments to find the best designs. Here, a
minimum and maximum value are defined, as well as the step size; in case just one value is
presented, the parameter is not varied regarding that concept, but it is fixed.

The parameters are further explained below:

• Auto Store represents the size of the internal (parallel) buffer of the machines. The
concepts having this parallel buffer are the hybrid and cell concepts. The direct and manual
concepts have two and one buffer spaces respectively, to be able to exchange products
regarding the direct concept. For the direct and manual concepts, the Auto Store is not
drawn in Figure 17, since it serves more as an exchange spot than a buffer regarding these
concepts.

• Auto I/O represents the number of I/O (docking) locations for the AGV, next to the
machines at the work center. For the hybrid concept, this parameter is varied between
one and three, for the direct concept it is fixed on three (one per machine). The other
concepts operate without AGVs, implying no AGV docking locations are needed.

• MPC Store represents the size of the (joint) buffer at the MPC.

• MPC OperWS are the number of work stations and corresponding operators at the
MPC (one per work station). At these work stations, the operators build and detach
fixtures.

• Prob MPC represents the probability that products will be processed at the MPC. This
parameter provides the company a feeling for the distribution of work in the factory.

• Oper WS represents the number of work stations with corresponding operators next to
the machines at the work center. Machine operators can build and detach fixtures here.

• Replenish TH represents the replenishment threshold value for the machines. If the
remaining processing time of unfinished products in the parallel buffer at the machine
drops below this threshold value, the machine sends a request for new products. This value
is 180 minutes for the concepts with a buffer capacity at the machines, and one minute for
the concepts without the machine buffer capacity. These values are defined by discussion
with a company expert.

5.1.2 Replications

Since the developed model has stochastic characteristics, multiple replications of simulation runs
are needed in order to provide reliable results. The important stochastic factors of the model
include:

• Work orders that are picked randomly from a pool,

• Products that are processed at the MPC with a certain probability, and

• AGV travel time based on an Erlang distribution.

An experiment is set up to determine the number of replications. The experiment is based
on the parameters of the hybrid concept, as explained in Figure 17. The values of all parameters
for the test experiment are presented in Table 6. Note that the probabilities to build and detach
items at the MPC, are blended together regarding this experiment, since the same value is used
for both probabilities.
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Table 6: Chosen parameters for test experiment

Parameter Value

Auto Store 10

Auto I/O 2

MPC Store 120

MPC Oper & WS 2

Probability MPC Build & Detach 0,6

Machine Oper WS 1

Replenishment TH (Processing Time) 120

Number of AGVs 1

With the chosen parameters, the experiment is carried out with a variable number of
replications. The confidence intervals are calculated by the method from [26], with the desire of
95% confidence. Then, the margin of error is calculated by subtracting the lower bound of the
confidence interval from the sample mean. Accordingly, the ratio of the margin of error to the
sample mean is calculated. This ratio, defined as the error to mean, is presented in Figure 18
for a different number of independent replications per simulation run. Each run consists of 100
simulated days.
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Figure 18: Reliability experiment for the hybrid concept with 100 simulated days for various
independent number of replications

From Figure 18, it is observed that the error stabilizes between two and three percent
after 30 independent replications. This error is within the chosen confidence intervals and thus
acceptable. Therefore, the number of independent replications is set to 30 for all experiments in
this section. For each experiment, the corresponding error is still calculated, to determine if the
result is reliable enough.
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5.1.3 Preliminary-sensitivity analysis

In order to investigate which parameters have impact on the performance of the objective
function, a pre-sensitivity analysis has been carried out. The same parameter values as presented
in Table 6 have been used in this experiment. However, in this experiment, the value of a single
parameter will be varied per test run. This helps analyzing the effects of parameters and thus
reducing the number of design scenarios. Note that this pre-sensitivity experiment investigates
more parameters than presented in Table 6. The following parameters were already shown
combined before and are analyzed separately now in order to observe differences between the
parameters:

• Probability MPC Build and Probability MPC Detach, instead of Probability MPC Build &
Detach. This implies the probability to build fixtures at the MPC was analyzed separately
from the probability to detach fixtures at the MPC.

• MPC WS and MPC Operators instead of MPC Oper & WS. This implies the number of
operators and number of work stations at the MPC are analyzed separately first.

Moreover, an added parameter to this experiment is the Replenishment TH (Fixtures), as
there are two possibilities for a replenishment strategy. One is based on the remaining processing
time in the storage of the machines, and one is based on the number of remaining fixtures in
the machine storage. The latter is represented by the added parameter Replenishment TH
(Fixtures). These two replenishment strategies are also explained in Figure 15. Table 7 shows
how the parameters are varied from a minimum to a maximum with a certain step size. Also,
the impact of changing a parameter value is calculated by taking the ratio of the worst resulting
objective to the best resulting objective.

Table 7: Parameter variation ranges and their impact

Parameter [min-max] [steps] Impact %

Auto Store [5-15] [5] 2,6

Auto I/O [1-3] [1] 4,0

MPC Store [40-200] [20] 3,7

MPC WS [1-3] [1] 7,5

MPC Operators [1-3] [1] 10,4

MPC Oper & WS (combination) [1-3] [1] 11,5

Probability MPC Build [0,4-1] [0,1] 8,3

Probability MPC Detach [0,4-1] [0,1] 24,2

Probability MPC Build & Detach (combination) [0,4-1] [0,1] 19,8

Replenishment TH (Processing Time) [60-180] [60] 3,0

Replenishment TH (Fixtures) [1-4] [1] 2,3

Number of AGVs [1-3] [1] 31,3

Note that the parameters that can be combined, are both investigated separately and
combined regarding this experiment. From Table 7, it is observed that the number of AGVs have
the biggest impact on the objective function, and the other design parameters have relatively low
impact. Therefore, the parameter representing the number of AGVs is investigated separately,
after which the other parameters are investigated again. The result of varying the number of
AGVs is presented in Figure 19.
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Figure 19: Impact of changing the number of AGVs on objective function

From Figure 19, it is observed that adding a second AGV significantly increases the objective
value. Adding a third AGV further increases the objective, but less significant. Also from the
company point of view, it is not desirable to have three AGVs supplying one work center with
three machines. Therefore, the number of AGVs is set to two. For two AGVs, the impact of the
other parameters is carried out again and presented in Table 8.

Table 8: Impact percentage of individual parameters, with the number of AGVs fixed on two

Parameter Impact %

Auto Store 7,2

Auto I/O 2,0

MPC Store 19,4

MPC WS 40,6

MPC Operators 44,5

MPC Oper & WS 45,6

Probability MPC Build 29,1

Probability MPC Detach 23,5

Probability MPC Build & Detach 51,6

Replenishment TH (Processing Time) 5,9

Replenishment TH (Fixtures) 4,3

All parameters have bigger impact when using two AGVs than the previous result with one
AGV, except Auto I/O (representing the number of docking locations at the machines). This
means, when using only one AGV, the system is less sensitive to changing parameters, since the
AGV is the bottleneck of the system. The effect of all parameters can be observed in Appendix
B. From this experiment, it is concluded that the parameters Probability MPC Build and
Probability MPC Detach can be combined since these parameters are strongly dependent of each
other, and to limit the number of design scenarios and save computation time. The same holds
for the MPC work stations and MPC operators. Moreover, the replenishment strategy seemed
not sensitive. Therefore, it is decided to use the replenishment strategy based on processing
time, with a threshold value of 180 minutes for the concepts with parallel storage capacity, and
one minute for the concepts without parallel storage capacity. The MPC Store obtained the
best results with values bigger than 120. Therefore, it is decided to start varying this parameter
at 120 in seeking the optimal design. For the optimization, the following parameters from Table
8 are considered: Auto Store, Auto I/O, MPC Store, MPC Oper & WS, Probability MPC Build
& Detach.
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5.2 Hybrid design optimization

With the parameters presented in Figure 17 and fixed input parameters in Table 4, an experiment
has been carried out to investigate for what design parameter values, the objective value is
maximized. The simulation time is the same as the previous experiments, 100 days, and the
number of independent replications per scenario is set to 30. All combinations of varying
parameters presented in Figure 17, result in 360 different scenarios for the hybrid concept. In
Figure 20, the result of the objective function has been plotted for each design scenario, in
descending order of performance. This descending order means that the best design corresponds
to design 1 (on the left), the worst design corresponds to design 360 (on the right).
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Figure 20: All hybrid designs in descending error with all dynamic parameters graphically shown

In Figure 20, for the parameter MPC WS, representing the number of work stations and
operators at the MPC, it is clearly visualized that for the best ± 50 designs, the number of work
stations is always three. Additionally, the probability that products are build and detached at
the MPC is 0.7 or 0.8 when looking at the best performing designs. This is explained by the
fact that the best designs have three work stations present at the MPC, but there is only one
work station present at the work center. The disadvantage of building and detaching fixtures at
the MPC is that the fixtures need to be transported to and from the work center by the AGV,
which takes time. The top designs show a buffer size of 200 or 180 storage places at the MPC.
The number of Auto I/O spots can be set to two or three, however no clear distinction between
these values can be observed. When using two AGVs, it seems that two docking locations at the
track are sufficient. For the parallel buffer capacity at the machines, represented by the Auto
Store parameter, no clear best value is obtained.
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In order to decide on which designs are considered as optimal, the best 50 designs including
the 95% confidence intervals are shown in Appendix C. Moreover, a T-test was carried out on a
number of the best designs to prove whether they are significantly different from each other or
not. These T-test results are shown in Appendix D. It is concluded that the best design (design
1) is significantly better than designs 7 and 8. Therefore, zooming in on the best five designs
provides a good view on the best performing designs. In Figure 21, all parameters are shown for
the best five designs, including confidence intervals.
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Figure 21: Best 5 hybrid designs in descending order, with all dynamic parameters graphically
shown including confidence intervals

It can be seen from Figure 21 that the MPC Prob and the MPC Store show the best
performance on 0.7 and 200 respectively, apart from clearly three MPC work stations (and
operators). Additionally, three docking locations seems possible, but it is not necessary for two
AGVs, thus two Auto I/O spots. The parallel buffer / storage capacity next to the machines
(Auto Store), takes all possible values in the best five designs. However, the two best performing
designs show a value of 5 for the Auto Store, so it is decided to consider this as the best option.
The complete overview of optimal design parameters regarding the hybrid concept is shown in
Table 9.
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Table 9: Optimal values for the hybrid automation concept

Parameter Optimal value

MPC WS 3

MPC Prob 0,7

MPC Store 200

Auto IO 2

Auto Store 5

5.2.1 Comparison with other automation concepts

To prove the effectiveness of the hybrid automation concept, it is compared to the other
concepts. The best design, together with its selected parameter values are also determined for
the comparison (see Appendix E for more details). Figure 17 shows the best design of each
concept in terms of the objective value and machine utilization.
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Figure 22: All automation concepts compared on objective value and average machine
utilization (red line)

It is observed that the hybrid automation concept achieves the best performance in the
objective value, and reaches the highest machine utilization as well. The second best concept
is the direct automation concept. For this concept, there is no parallel buffer at the machines
and there is no operator at the machines, compared to the hybrid concept. This lack of an
extra buffer next to the machines results in a worse performance. The cell automation concept
performs worst. This can be explained since only one operator has to supply three machines
regarding this concept. This lonely operator cannot cope with the pace of the three machines
regarding this product portfolio. The manual concept performs better than the cell automation
concept, without having any joint or parallel buffers, but having three operators available (during
work hours) to supply the three machines. Since the manual concept does not have any buffers
or automation, the machines only operate during work hours.

5.3 Sensitivity analysis hybrid concept

A sensitivity analysis is performed on the hybrid automation concept, to investigate how the
model reacts to changes of the system such as the product portfolio, operator build times, or
AGV performance. This way, the robustness is tested. The obtained best parameter values of
the hybrid concept in Table 9 are used throughout the experiment.
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In these experiments, the processing times are multiplied by a factor. Changing the
processing time, implies a change in product portfolio. PT is the abbreviation for processing
time. PT×1 corresponds to the standard product portfolio, while PT×0.5 implies products
having half of processing time. Similarly, 50% number of products and all products with double
processing time are also investigated. Half number of products are chosen randomly. The result
of the experiment is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: Sensitivity analysis regarding processing times

One can observe a strongly increasing trend in the objective value and average machine
utilization with the increase in the processing times of product portfolios. With all processing
times doubled, the system performs significantly better, as the average machine utilization rises
to 79%. The average AGV utilization shows a remarkable decreasing trend. This implies that
the bottleneck shifts more to the machines itself instead of the AGVs. It can be concluded
that the hybrid concept performs better for a product portfolio with higher processing times,
meaning the product portfolio consists of more complex products.

Another chosen fixed parameter is the build time penalty. This penalty is applied in case
the next to be build fixture needs another buildup than the previous fixture. Note that the
build penalty was set to 45 minutes in the previous experiments. In this sensitivity analysis, the
build time penalty is varied between 15 and 60 minutes with a step of 15 minutes. The result is
shown in Figure 24.
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Figure 24: Sensitivity analysis regarding build time penalty

The first observation is that the build time penalty has less effect on the system performance
than the processing time. Also, one can observe that reducing the build penalty from 45 minutes
to 30 minutes (by e.g., training the operators) results in an increase in objective of ± 9%. Further
reducing the build time penalty to 15 minutes, does not show such a considerable increase (only
± 2%). On the other hand, increasing the build time penalty to 60 minutes should be avoided
at all times, as this results in a strong decrease in objective of ± 11% compared to the penalty
of 45 minutes. Additionally to the drop of the objective value, the average machine utilization
also decreases with an increase in the build time penalty. It can be explained by the fact that
operators need more time to build fixtures, so they are not able to cope with the speed of the
machines anymore. Consequently, the operators become the bottleneck of the system, which
results in a decrease of the objective value.

The mean AGV travel time, with the Erlang distribution, was set to 7.5 minutes in the
previous experiments. Here, it is tested how the performance behaves with faster and slower
AGVs. The mean AGV travel time is varied between 5 and 15 minutes with a step of 2.5 minutes.
The result of this experiment regarding the speed of the AGVs is presented in Figure 25.
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Figure 25: Sensitivity analysis regarding AGV travel time
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It is observed in Figure 25 that the AGV utilization increases with an increase in mean
travel time. This happens, since the AGVs need more time to transport products. The AGV
utilization becomes more stable, reaching 86% when the mean travel time is above 10 minutes.
The increase of AGV travel time shows a reversed effect on the machine utilization.

With a slow AGV, it would be more favorable to process more products at the work
center itself instead of at the distant location (i.e., the MPC). The results indicate that a well
performing AGV is important for the system performance.

5.4 Sensitivity of other concepts compared to hybrid concept

This section investigates how the other automation concepts behave under varying environmental
characteristics, compared to the hybrid concept. Once again, the investigated parameters include
the processing times, build time penalty, and AGV travel time. First, the result for all the
concepts regarding the change in processing times is presented in Figure 26. The processing
times are multiplied by the same factors as was done in the sensitivity analysis of the hybrid
concept.

Figure 26 shows that the hybrid concept outperforms any other concept for all cases. It is
noted that the concept without automation (manual) outperforms the cell automation concept.
This is because the cell concept utilizes only one operator, and the manual concept uses three
operators, e.g., one per machine. The difference between the concepts without joint buffer /
MPC (the cell and manual concepts), strongly increases with product portfolios having higher
processing times with respect to the concepts having a joint buffer / MPC (e.g. the direct and
hybrid concept). The systems having an MPC, are able to perform better if the bottleneck shifts
from the resources (AGVs / operators) to the machine itself, as with higher processing times,
the machines become the limiting factor themselves.
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Figure 26: Objective value
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The next analysis is based on the build time penalty. It is varied between 15 and 60 minutes
with a step of 15 minutes. The results are shown in Figure 27. It is observed that the hybrid
concept outperforms the other concepts once again for all applied cases. Another thing, is that
the build time penalty does not have big impact on the performance of the direct concept, except
when increasing the build time penalty from 45 to 60 minutes. It can be explained that the
MPC storage is able to make up for the slower performing operators. It also implies that the
machines can keep running at the same pace. Only when the build time penalty is increased to
60 minutes, the MPC operators are not able to keep up with the pace of the machines anymore.
The hybrid concept experiences the effect of an increased build time penalty earlier, since one
operator is located at the work center. That operator directly experiences the higher build
penalty as he does not have a big storage capacity at his disposal. Regarding the concepts
without MPC buffer capacities, the manual and cell concept, the operators also do not have
a big storage capacity for fixtures to their disposal, and therefore experience the effect of an
increased build time penalty even earlier.
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Figure 27: Objective value
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Figure 28: Sensitivity analysis on all automation concepts (AGV travel time)

The last experiment is based on the AGV travel time. Regarding this parameter, the two
concepts for comparison are the hybrid and direct concepts, since the other concepts do not use
an AGV. The result is shown in Figure 28. One can observe that the behavior of both concepts
follow the same trend. It is clear that this parameter greatly effects the performance of both
systems and investing in slightly faster AGVs can imply a significant increase in performance.
The strong decreasing trend with increasing AGV travel times is explained by the fact that longer
transport times of AGVs increase the AGVs utilization, but decreases the machine utilization.
With slower AGVs, the hybrid concept has the opportunity to send less products through
the MPC to reduce the AGV transports, which helps to have higher performance. The direct
concept does not have this opportunity, since all fixtures must be loaded in the machines by the
AGVs.

In summary, the hybrid concept outperforms any other concept when there are changes
in processing time, build time, and AGV travel time. When implementing the hybrid concept,
it must be well considered whether to invest in well trained operators in combination with
sophisticated dispatching rules, resulting in lower build times and well performing AGVs, since
these components imply a strong effect on the performance. Additionally, the difference in
performance between the concepts using AGVs (e.g., the hybrid and direct concepts), and the
concepts without AGVs (e.g., the cell and manual concepts), becomes bigger with product
portfolios having higher processing times. This implies that the hybrid and direct concepts
gain bigger advantage when shifting towards a more high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity
manufacturing environment.
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6 Conclusions and recommendations

In this thesis, the performance of multiple automation concepts is analyzed. The considered
manufacturing environment consists of milling machines intended for metal working and is
characterized as a high-mix, low-volume, high-complexity manufacturing environment. The
main considered automation concept is defined as a hybrid solution consisting of a joint- and
parallel buffer for the milling machines, with AGVs driving between these buffers. This hybrid
concept is also defined as a combination between the other considered concepts, and enables
the manufacturing company a step by step approach to a fully automated factory. This step
by step approach is important for the manufacturing company, since this ensures operational
reliability.

An objective function is defined in order to analyze the different presented automation
concepts on performance with the help of a simulation model. This objective function is based on
the profit for every actual machine hour, with a penalty incurred for excessive storage capacity
at the joint- and parallel buffers. The simulation model is developed with a combination between
a discrete event simulation and agent based modelling. As inputs for this model, real world
data is gathered and prepared for the simulation model. Additional to available data, system
parameters are determined with process owners within the manufacturing company. With the
use of the simulation model, the design parameters of the hybrid concept are optimized based
on the objective value, in order to provide an advice on optimal design parameters such as joint
buffer capacity, parallel buffer capacity, number of AGVs, and number of work stations. The
other automation concepts are also optimized on performance, but are less extensive. The best
designs of other concepts are also determined.

The concepts are then compared to each other with their best designs. The hybrid concept
outperforms any other concept. An increase of ± 120% in the objective value can be obtained by
deploying the hybrid concept compared to manual machine tending. To test the robustness of
the hybrid concept, a sensitivity analysis is performed. The hybrid system turned out to perform
the best with more complex product portfolios (i.e., higher processing times). Additionally, it is
concluded that the performance can be slightly increased by reducing the build time penalty
(e.g., training the operators or using better dispatching rules). Moreover, the AGV performance
is an important factor to improve the system performance. Investing in an AGV with slightly
faster performance can result in a significant increase in the objective value. Lastly, the hybrid
concept is compared to other concepts when varying processing, build, and AGV travel times.
The hybrid concept outperforms all other concepts in any case, which implies that it can be
deployed in many environments with different product portfolios.

In this thesis, only one work center consisting of three machines is considered. In future
research, it is possible to extend the model to more work centers to investigate plant automation.
Additionally, the simulation model can be extended by limiting the amount of buildups, e.g.,
clamps and carriers. Another possible extension is the addition of the Tool Service Center (TSC)
and Quality department, as those are not in the scope of this research. Adding the TSC implies
that tools are considered for the machines and adding the quality department will result in a
more complex flow of products. Another extension of this simulation model is investigating other,
more sophisticated dispatching rules in order to obtain a higher average machine utilization,
while keeping tardiness at an acceptable level. Finally, the objective function can be extended
with more objectives, e.g., tardiness and throughput.
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Appendices

A System description other automation concepts

A.1 Direct automation concept

The direct automation concept uses AGVs with robot arms on top of them that have the
capability of machine tending. This means, these robots are able to load and unload machines
with products and tools. The rollout of this concept is not ready to use in factories yet, but it
might be in the nearby future. Therefore, it is analyzed in this research. The direct automation
concept makes use of a MPC in the same fashion as the track automation concept. The difference
with the track automation concept is that there is no internal storage at the machines, and
there is no work station for operators next to the machines. Naturally, there is also no track
and robot involved in this concept, since the AGVs have the capability of machine tending their
selves. This concludes, the level of automation of this concept is a step higher than the track
automation concept. KMWE already did research on which AGVs meet the requirements and
can potentially be deployed. The AGVs are already extensively tested in the field lab and are
suitable to use at KMWE. The brand Grenzebach has delivered the first AGVs to test. A picture
of this AGV is shown in Figure 29.

Figure 29: Grenzebach AGV

These AGVs are able to transport products or tool sets, the size of a Euro Pallet. For
example, multiple products or tool sets could be stored on one Euro Pallet. For the direct
automation concept, a robot arm must also be attached to this AGV.

A.2 Cell automation concept

At the Flow work center at KMWE, a high level of automation already exists. The automation
used in this work center is called cell automation. A graphic interpretation of this cell automation
concept is shown in Figure 30.
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Figure 30: Cell automation concept at Flow milling work center

In Figure 30, two milling machines and their (parallel) buffer storage are shown. The setup
is in a circle, with in its middle a robot. This robot is able to load and unload the milling
machines with raw material and finished goods respectively. The robot is shown in more detail
in Figure 31.

Figure 31: Robot in automated cell

Currently, one operator is needed to control one cell. The Flow work center runs 24/7 and
is designed to manufacture products with a processing time shorter than 20 minutes. In this
context, the processing time represents the actual time it takes to manufacture a product on a
machine. The big difference to the other automation concepts, is that this concept does not use
a MPC for preparation of products. This preparation is done by the operator at a work station
next to the cell.

A.3 Manual (no automation)

The manual concept, where no automation is applied, is current practise for most work centers
at KMWE. In the manual concept, products are prepared next to the machines, like the cell
automation concept. This means, this concept also does not use a central MPC. Different
from the cell automation concept, the manual concept has no internal storage at the machines.
Additionally, within the manual concept, each machine has its own operator that prepares
products for the milling process, at work stations next to the machines.
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B Preliminary sensitivity analysis

In this Appendix, the results of the pre sensitivity analysis are presented. In this experiment,
one parameter is varied at the time to observe its effect.
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Figure 32: Sensitivity analysis of MPC Workstations, MPC operators and those combined

From Figure 32, it is observed that the MPC work stations and operators could be combined,
which is obvious, since adding extra work stations when no extra operators are available is
useless and vice versa. Two or three MPC work stations and operators clearly outperforms one
MPC work station and operator.
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Figure 33: Sensitivity analysis of probability to build / detach at MPC and those combined

One can observe from Figure 33 that combining the probability to build and detach at the
MPC can result in a high objective value. Therefore, the number of design scenarios could be
limited by combining this.
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Figure 34: Sensitivity analysis of MPC storage capacity and Auto storage capacity

In Figure 34, it is shown that the MPC storage is having more impact than the Auto
storage. Moreover, high values of the MPC Store result in the highest objective value. Therefore
it was decided to start with 120 storage places in order to limit the design scenarios. For
the Auto storage capacity, it can be observed that lower values result in the better objective
values. However, since certain parameters can correlate to each other it was decided to start
the optimization experiment with the values 5, 10 and 15 to obtain a rough idea of the optimal
value. After obtaining a rough indication for auto storage capacity, extra experiments will be
carried out with a smaller step size.
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Figure 35: Sensitivity analysis of the two replenishment strategies

From Figure 35, it is concluded that the replenishment strategies barely impact the objective
function. It is shown that the maximum objective value is reached with a replenishment strategy
based on a processing time of items in the machine storage of 180 minutes. Therefore, for the
optimization experiments, this parameter is fixed on 180.
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C Confidence track optimization

In order to make decisions on what designs are better than others, it is important to take into
consideration the confidence intervals of the best designs. The 50 best designs and its confidence
intervals of the track optimization experiment are plotted in Figure 36.
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Figure 36: Best 50 hybrid designs in descending order including 95% confidence intervals

It is observed in Figure 36 that mean values of the worse designs fall outside the confidence
intervals of the better designs.

D T-Test results

To test if designs are significantly different from each other, A T-test was carried out on the
best 8 designs of the track optimization experiment. The results of this T-test for the track
optimization experiment are presented in Table 10. A design is significantly different from
another, if the T-test value is smaller than 0.05.

Table 10: T-test of the best 8 track designs

Designs T-test Designs T-test Designs T-test
1&2 0,56398736 2&6 0,12322277 4&7 0,62678441
1&3 0,272542204 2&7 0,06708968 4&8 0,51829916
1&4 0,055074372 2&8 0,02853061 5&6 0,98546979
1&5 0,086215088 3&4 0,43883612 5&7 0,75238469
1&6 0,047478478 3&5 0,46680916 5&8 0,69323899
1&7 0,025379492 3&6 0,3859843 6&7 0,72307917
1&8 0,010465184 3&7 0,24343148 6&8 0,63395028
2&3 0,555405826 3&8 0,16342054 7&8 0,96483216
2&4 0,143288981 4&5 0,93176082
2&5 0,19625492 4&6 0,89961869

It can be observed that the best design (design 1), is significantly better than design 7 and
8. The second best design is significantly better than design 8.
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For the direct automation concept, the T-Test results of the best 6 designs is shown in
Table 11. Additionally, the result of the T-test for the 3 Cell automation designs is shown in
Table 12.

Table 11: T-test direct optimization experiment

Design T-Test Design T-Test Design T-Test
1&2 0,09082316 2&3 0,40999117 3&5 0,47282211
1&3 0,0113336 2&4 0,32825354 3&6 8,1442E-14
1&4 0,006196595 2&5 0,10975049 4&5 0,54553415
1&5 0,00057242 2&6 1,7739E-14 4&6 1,2915E-14
1&6 6,9045E-18 3&4 0,89621207 5&6 3,23041E-16

Table 12: T-test cell optimization experiment

Design T-Test

1&2 0,13427641

1&3 0,00293904

2&3 0,055967541

E Other designs optimization

E.0.1 Direct automation concept

In Figure 37, the 10 design scenarios for the direct automation concept are shown. For this
automation concept, only two parameters were varied.
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Figure 37: All direct automation concepts in descending order
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A clear distinction in performance is shown by the number of work stations at the MPC.
Three work stations will significantly increase the objective function. Moreover, for the five
designs with three MPC work stations, the MPC storage capacity must be maximized (being
200) in order to achieve the highest performance. The objective function gradually decreases
with the MPC storage capacity. In Appendix D, it can be observed that the best design is
significantly different from the third best design and worse.

E.0.2 Cell automation concept

For the cell automation concept, the only parameter that was varied is the storage capacity at
the machines (Auto Store). This parameter was varied between 1 and 20 with a step size of 1.
The results of the objective for all parameter values are shown in Figure 38.
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Figure 38: Cell automation concept designs with 95% confidence intervals

A capacity of two or three storage places per machine, results in the highest performance of
the objective. It must be noted that in this concept, there is only one operator at the track. This
operator cannot cope with the speed of the three machines, and therefore the storage capacity
at the machines is small for the optimal designs.

E.0.3 Manual automation concept

The manual automation concept has no parameters to be optimized. With three operators
each having their own work station next to the machines, the objective achieves a value of
AC175218.
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